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Abstract

We present a non-intrusive concurrent error detection (CED) method for combinational and sequential digital circuits. We analyze the

optimal solution model and point out the limitations that prevent logic synthesis from yielding a minimal-cost monolithic CED

implementation. We then propose a compaction-based alternative approach for restricted error models. The proposed method alleviates these

limitations by decomposing the CED functionality into: compaction of the circuit outputs, prediction of the compacted responses, and

comparison. We model the fault-free and erroneous responses as connected vertices in a graph and perform graph coloring in order to derive

the compacted responses. The proposed method is first discussed within the context of combinational circuits, with zero detection latency,

and subsequently extended to Finite State Machines (FSMs), with a constant detection latency of one clock cycle. Experimental results

demonstrate that the proposed method achieves significant hardware reduction over duplication-based CED, while detecting all possible

errors.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Concurrent error detection (CED) methods are used to

monitor the behavior of a circuit during its normal operation

to indicate any deviation from the correct functionality.

Such continuous monitoring of the functionality is highly

desirable in safety–critical applications where data integrity

is of paramount importance. The need for CED is

accentuated by the various methods that have been devised

in the literature [1–7]. Quality assessment of these methods

relies on several parameters, including the model of

detectable faults or errors, the worst-case detection latency,

and the incurred area overhead. Additionally, an important

consideration is whether a concurrent test method is

intrusive or non-intrusive, i.e. whether the circuit is

modified or left intact, respectively.

In this paper, we examine a low-cost, zero-latency, non-

intrusive CED method for logic circuits. The method is

based on compaction of the circuit outputs, prediction of
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the compacted responses, and comparison. As opposed to

duplication-based CED, which targets the unrestricted error

model, this method achieves significant hardware cost

reduction by utilizing the information available through a

restricted error model. The general underlying principle of

this method was first modeled in [1]. We provide an

extensive review of related work in concurrent test in

Section 2. For the purpose of completeness, we review the

optimal solution in Section 3. We then focus on logic

synthesis limitations that prevent the optimal model from

yielding a minimal-cost implementation, which we demon-

strate through an example in Section 4. Compaction-based

CED method, which follows the paradigm of duplication-

based CED and addresses these limitations through

decomposition is discussed in Section 5. Experimental

results in support of this method are provided in Section 6,

followed by a discussion regarding optimality, possible

remedies, and extension to FSMs in Section 7.
2. Related work

A plethora of research efforts have been expended in

developing CED techniques that provide high levels of
Microelectronics Journal 36 (2005) 856–862
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reliability. Several low-cost, non-intrusive, Concurrent fault

detection (CFD) methods have been proposed for combina-

tional circuits. C-BIST [8] employs input monitoring to

perform concurrent self-test. While hardware overhead is

very low, the method relies on an ordered appearance of all

possible input vectors before a signature indicating circuit

correctness can be calculated, resulting in very long

detection latency. This problem is alleviated in R-CBIST

[9], where the requirement for a uniquely ordered

appearance of all input combinations is relaxed at the cost

of a small RAM. Alternatively, latency is reduced through

the comparison-based method in [10], which uses additional

logic to predict the circuit responses for a complete test set.

Similar CFD methods have been recently proposed for

FSMs as well [11,12].

Towards the high-cost end, several CED zero-latency

methods have been proposed for combinational and

sequential circuits [1]. Reducing the area overhead below

the cost of duplication typically requires redesign of the

original circuit, thus leading to intrusive methodologies.

Several redesign and resynthesis methods are described in

[3–5], wherein parity or various unordered codes are

employed to encode the states of the circuit. Limitations

of [5], such as structural constraints requiring an inverter-

free design, are alleviated in [13], where partitioning is

employed to reduce the incurred hardware overhead.

Utilization of multiple parity bits, first proposed in [14], is

examined in [7] within the context of FSMs. These methods

render totally self-checking circuits and guarantee zero-

latency error detection; on the down side, they are intrusive

and relatively expensive. Non-intrusive CED methods have

also been proposed. The general algebraic model is

introduced in [15]. Implementations based on Bose-Lin

and Berger codes are presented in [16] and [17],

respectively. Finally, parity-based CED methods for

combinational circuits and FSMs are described in [1,6].

The circuit is resynthesized to include CED based on

multiple parity groups. A cost function reflecting the total

cost of the modified original circuit and the parity prediction

circuit guides the formation of parity groups.
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Fig. 1. Non-intrusive CED model.
3. Optimal non-intrusive CED

We first review the optimal model for non-intrusive CED

[1]. It is important to emphasize that this discussion is based

on the assumption that a restricted error model is specified.

Indeed, for an unrestricted error model, wherein an error-

free response may be transformed into an arbitrary

erroneous response, information theory proves that any

non-intrusive CED circuit will be as complex as the original

circuit [18]. In this case, duplication (possibly with design

diversity to avoid common-mode failures) constitutes the

most appropriate non-intrusive CED method.

In order to preserve generality, the error model is

not defined through permanent or transient faults in
the hardware, but rather in terms of the erroneous behavior

that such faults induce. Thus, any fault model can be

prescribed by providing, for every input combination, the

error-free response and all erroneous responses resulting

from faults in the model. Consider, for example, the

combinational circuit with m inputs and n outputs shown

in Fig. 1. For every input combination a2[0,.,2mK1], Let

the error-free response of the circuit be GM(a), the set of

erroneous responses resulting from faults in the prescribed

fault model be BM(a), and the set of responses that will

never occur for faults in the prescribed fault model be

DC(a). Note that the above sets do not intersect and that

jBM(a)gDC(a)jZ2nK1. As depicted in Fig. 1, the non-

intrusive CED circuit monitors the m inputs and n outputs

and indicates errors through the 1-bit CED OUT output. The

functionality of the CED circuitry may be defined for every

a2[0,.,2mK1] as follows:

CED

OUT
Z

1 : IN Z aoOUT Z GMðaÞ

0 : IN Z aoOUT2BMðaÞ

X : IN Z aoOUT2DCðaÞ

8><
>:

9>=
>; (1)

Given this CED function definition, a synthesis tool could

be employed to produce the actual CED circuit. If synthesis

algorithms [19] were able to search exhaustively and

generate the circuit with minimal area cost, this process

would yield the optimal non-intrusive CED solution.

However, in order to deal with the large search space,

synthesis tools [20] employ heuristics that may lead to sub-

optimal solutions. Thus, it is possible that alternative

problem modelling may result in more cost-effective CED

circuits.
4. Synthesis limitations

Exact optimization methods for synthesis of circuits as

multi-level networks are not considered to be practical [19].

The flexibility offered by multi-level networks in circuit

implementation comes at the cost of a large search space

and, consequently, great difficulty in minimizing the circuit

cost. Although several heuristics exist for this purpose, their

effectiveness deteriorates as the number of inputs, the

number of outputs, and the number of don’t care conditions

in the circuit definition increase. An increase in the number
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of inputs implies a larger number of boolean sub-cubes. An

increase in the number of outputs implies more opportu-

nities for common boolean sub-cube extraction. An increase

in the number of don’t care conditions implies more

flexibility in embedding a boolean function within an

environment. In all three cases, the search space increases

rapidly and heuristics have a hard time finding the optimal

solution.

To demonstrate the impact of synthesis limitations on

optimality of CED cost, consider the example of using

duplication, the simplest non-intrusive CED method. More

specifically, consider the 4-bit multiplier shown in Fig. 2(a).

The multiplier is defined in pla format, synthesized using

the rugged script of SIS [20], and mapped onto a standard

library comprising 2-input gates. The cost of the multiplier

is provided through the print_map_stats command of SIS.

The hardware added for duplication-based CED includes a

replica of the circuit along with an 8-bit comparator, the cost

of which is also indicated in Fig. 2(a). Alternatively, as

shown in Fig. 2(b), the functionality of the CED hardware

can be described as a single boolean function of 16

variables, namely the 8 inputs and the 8 outputs of the

multiplier. Essentially, for every input combination and

corresponding error-free output the CED function is equal to

1, while for every input combination and erroneous output

the CED function is equal to 0. Presumably, synthesizing

the behavior of the duplicate circuit and the comparator as a

monolithic entity should result in more opportunities for

hardware sharing and optimization across the two modules.

However, when this function is synthesized through the

exact same process as above, its cost exceeds the sum of the

costs of the duplicate circuit and the comparator as

synthesized separately.

Clearly, this is a shortcoming of the synthesis system,

which is attributed to the aforementioned reasons. Essen-

tially, in this example, decomposed synthesis of the CED

function finds a less costly solution than monolithic

synthesis. For a circuit with m inputs and n outputs,

monolithic synthesis searches in the space created by mCn

variables, while decomposed synthesis searches in a much

smaller space of only m variables. Therefore, the latter is
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Fig. 2. Decomposed vs. monolithic synthes
more efficient in reducing the circuit cost since it has a much

smaller search space to explore. Moreover, the cost of the m-

bit comparator is small, despite the fact that it is a function

of 2m variables. The reason for this is that an m-bit

comparator is essentially a collection of m functions of two

variables each, followed by a tree of depth log m of 2-input

gates. Therefore, decomposed synthesis of duplication

circuitry proves to be more cost-effective. Of course, one

may not argue that this will always be the case. There is a

circuit complexity threshold below which the synthesis

heuristics will yield better results for the monolithic circuit.

Given the NP-hard nature of the problem, however, an

informed a priori decomposition may significantly assist the

synthesis task and reduce cost.
5. Compaction-based CED

Extending this observation to the optimal non-intrusive

CED function for restricted error models discussed in

Section 3, we anticipate that it will also lead to sub-optimal

results. In order to alleviate this problem, we propose a

method that exploits the same decomposition principle in

order to reduce the cost of non-intrusive CED for restricted

error models.

5.1. Methodology overview

The proposed solution is a comparison-based, non-

intrusive CED method that utilizes the information available

in the restricted error model in order to reduce the area cost.

More specifically, it exploits the fact that for every input a,

the CED circuit needs to distinguish between the error-free

response GM(a) and erroneous responses in the set BM(a),

but not between the error-free response GM(a) and

erroneous responses in the set DC(a), since the latter will

never occur for faults in the prescribed model. As a result,

the responses of the circuit may be compacted into a smaller

number of bits, while preserving the information necessary

to identify all errors in the restricted error model.

Subsequently, it is not necessary to predict through
Concurrent Error
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duplication the value of all output bits and compare to the

actual response of the circuit. Instead, it is sufficient to

predict and compare to the compacted responses which

comprise fewer bits.

The proposed scheme is depicted in Fig. 3 for a circuit

with m inputs and n outputs. A compactor is added to

compact the n-bit output into k bits, sufficient to distinguish

between error-free and possible erroneous responses. A

predictor is consequently required to predict the value of the

k-bit responses for each m-bit input. Finally, a k-bit

comparator is employed to indicate any discrepancy

between the predicted and the actual compacted response.

In essence, this method decomposes the model of the

optimal CED solution discussed in Section 3 into a

compactor, a predictor, and a comparator. This can be

thought of as an instance of the general scheme of separate

processing of check symbols described in [1]. In a fashion

similar to duplication, this decomposition can remedy the

limitations of synthesis discussed in Section 4 and provide a

low cost CED circuit. As compared to duplication, the width

reduction of the predicted response is anticipated, on

average, to result in a proportional cost reduction.

Additionally, the size of the comparator is also reduced,

leading to further cost savings. In total, and despite the

additional cost incurred by the compactor, the proposed

method is expected to incur less area overhead than

duplication.

In terms of effectiveness, the objective of the method is

to detect all errors in a restricted error model, as opposed to

duplication that detects all errors in the unrestricted error

model. Essentially, this is the trade-off for reducing the

hardware cost of non-intrusive CED. In order to meet this

objective, however, an alias-free compactor is required.

Therefore, success of the proposed method relies on the

ability to design an alias-free compactor given the error-free

and possible erroneous responses for each input

combination.
5.2. Alias-free compaction

Within the context of the proposed CED method depicted

in Fig. 3, a compactor is alias-free if the k-bit compacted

error-free response GM(a) differs from all k-bit compacted

erroneous responses in BM(a), ca2[0,.,2mK1]. In
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Fig. 3. Compaction-based non-intrusive CED.
essence, duplication may also be viewed as an extreme

case of this method, wherein BM(a) comprises all 2nK1

possible erroneous responses and, therefore, kZn. Conse-

quently, the compactor in duplication-based CED is

eliminated and the predictor becomes a replica of the

circuit. For the restricted error model, however, the set

DC(a), which consists of circuit responses that will never

occur for faults in the prescribed model, allows alias-free

compaction. As the size of the set BM(a) decreases and the

size of the set DC(a) increases, the number of compacted

outputs reduces, resulting in a lower cost for the predictor

circuit and the compactor circuit.

In order to identify groups of compatible responses, we

construct a graph G(V, E), through which we will eventually

derive the functionality of the compactor. The set of

vertices, V, includes a vertex for every distinct error-free

and erroneous response of the circuit, while the set of edges,

E, includes all pairs of vertices representing error-free and

erroneous responses for any circuit input. More formally:

V Z g
ca2½0;.;2mK1�

fGMðaÞ;BMðaÞg

� 	
(2)

and

E Z
ðv1; v2Þ : v1; v2 2V oda :

v1 Z GMðaÞov2 2BMðaÞ

( )
(3)

In order to meet the constraints of an alias-free

compactor, any two nodes connected by an edge in the

graph need to be compacted into distinct responses. As a

result, alias-free compaction reduces to the well-known

graph coloring problem. More specifically, the k outputs

of the compactor correspond to the bits necessary to

represent the number of distinct colors of the graph.

Minimization of the number of necessary colors results

in minimization of k and, on average, minimization of

the cost of the compactor and the predictor. While the

problem is NP-complete, several approximation algor-

ithms have been devised [21].
6. Experimental results

In order to evaluate the proposed compaction-based non-

intrusive CED method, we apply it on several circuits. To

preserve generality, we experiment with arbitrary circuits

that were generated through tables filled uniformly at

random. In these experiments, the circuits have an equal

number of inputs and outputs. The restricted error model

comprises all errors resulting from the single stuck-at fault

model, however, any fault model can be used to generate the

error-free and erroneous responses. The circuits are

converted in pla format, synthesized using the rugged script

of SIS [20] and mapped onto a standard library comprising

2-input gates. Internally developed software employing

fault simulation is used to identify the error-free and
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erroneous responses and, thus, to generate the conflict

graph. Subsequently, the graph coloring heuristic described

in [21] is used to color the nodes of the conflict graph. The

functionality of the compactor and the predictor is defined

through assignment of binary codes to each color of a node

in the graph. Color encoding is performed randomly.

Addition of a simple comparator completes the construction

of the proposed CED method.

We also constructed the three alternative approaches,

namely decomposed synthesis of duplication-based CED,

monolithic synthesis of duplication-based CED, and mono-

lithic synthesis of the optimal CED function for restricted

error models which was described in Section 3. For fairness,

the same synthesis process employing the rugged script of

SIS [20] is applied in all cases. The circuits are mapped onto a

standard library comprising 2-input gates and the area cost is

obtained through the print_map_stats command. The results

are analytically presented for the components of each method

and compared in the Table 1. The cost of duplication and the

proposed method are detailed in Table 2.

The first observation from these tables is that due to the

reasons outlined in Section 4, decomposed synthesis

indeed outperforms monolithic synthesis. For the unrest-

ricted error model, decomposed synthesis of duplication-

based CED costs consistently less than monolithic

synthesis of duplication-based CED. Similarly, for

restricted error models, the proposed decomposed CED

method costs consistently less than monolithic synthesis of

the optimal CED function. Therefore, the proposed

decomposition of CED functionality alleviates the syn-

thesis limitations.

The second observation concerns the cost of the

proposed method as compared to the cost of duplication.

As can be seen, duplication is cheaper for the smaller

circuits, while the proposed method outperforms dupli-

cation for the larger circuits. In small circuits, the conflict

graph is denser, thus requiring relatively many colors. For

example, in the circuit with 4 I/O, 3 bits are necessary to

achieve alias-free compaction of the four outputs. The

predictor and the comparator are now cheaper than in the

case of duplication, yet not enough to compensate for
Table 1

Comparison of alternative CED methods

Circuit Decomposed duplication Proposed method

Monolithic

duplication

(MD)

Decomposed

duplication

(DD)

Monolithic

optimal

(MO)

P

m

(P

4 I/O 96976 71456 90480

5 I/O 187456 131312 186992

6 I/O 380994 289072 379552

7 I/O 738688 586032 714096

8 I/O 1879200 1382720 1904256

9 I/O 5663120 2837360 3877184 1

10 I/O N/T 6329424 N/T 1

N/T: synthesis did not terminate within the allocated CPU time.
the cost of the compactor. As the number of output bits

increases, however, the conflict graph becomes sparser and

fewer colors are needed to color it. For example, in the

circuit with 7 I/O, 3 bits are still adequate to achieve alias-

free compaction of the seven outputs. In this case, the cost

reduction of the predictor and the comparator surpluses the

additional cost of the compactor. Interestingly, as the

circuit size increases, the number of erroneous responses

appears to be growing much slower than the exponentially

growing number of possible responses. As a result, conflict

graphs become sparser and the number of bits necessary to

color them is a diminishing proportion of the output width.

Thus, as the circuit size increases, the proposed CED

method is expected to provide higher savings over

duplication-based CED.
7. Discussion

As demonstrated above, the proposed decomposed

approach outperforms monolithic synthesis and reduces

the cost of non-intrusive CED for restricted error models

well below the cost of duplication. Nevertheless, there are

several points where optimality is lost and future improve-

ments may therefore be achieved by addressing them.

The first and most important optimality loss point

concerns coloring of the graph. While the ultimate objective

is the minimization of the compactor, the proposed model

aims at minimizing the number of colors in the graph. Even

if the solution space is restricted to the minimal number of

colors, a large number of alternative colorings exist. The

coloring algorithm, however, does not take hardware

minimization into account while selecting among them.

As a result, the selected coloring may lead to sub-optimal

cost results. Unfortunately, this is a very hard problem

requiring that hardware considerations become part of the

coloring algorithm and very little is known in this area.

The second point of optimality loss concerns the

assignment of binary codes to the colors of the graph.

Once again, the actual color encoding impacts directly the

cost of the compactor. At present, the proposed method
Comparison

roposed

ethod

M)

DD/MD PM/MO PM/DD

89088 0.737 0.985 1.247

162864 0.701 0.871 1.240

315520 0.759 0.831 1.092

492768 0.967 0.690 0.841

595312 1.013 0.313 0.431

215680 0.685 0.314 0.429

991488 – – 0.314



Table 2

Detailed cost of the proposed compaction-based CED method and the decomposed duplication

Circuit Decomposed duplication Compaction-based

Replica Comparator Compactor Predictor Comparator Colors Bits

4 I/O 46864 24592 31088 39904 18096 5 3

5 I/O 100224 31088 67744 77024 18096 6 3

6 I/O 251488 37584 147552 149872 18096 8 3

7 I/O 541952 44080 220400 254272 18096 7 3

8 I/O 1332144 50576 247312 336400 11600 4 2

9 I/O 2786784 57072 558656 645424 11600 4 2

10 I/O 6265856 63568 880672 1092720 18096 5 3
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assigns randomly binary codes to colors, thus possibly

leading to sub-optimal cost results. This problem of

assigning the optimal binary codes to the colors reduces,

essentially, to symbolic minimization and encoding [19]

that has been studied extensively both for two-level and for

multi-level logic optimization.

The third point of optimality loss concerns the

decomposed synthesis of the predictor and the compactor.

The aforementioned decisions on graph color assignment

and color encoding affect not only the cost of the compactor

but also the cost of the predictor. Optimizing these decisions

for one of these two modules may adversely affect the other.

One way to alleviate this problem is to compare and select

among the two sequential choices, wherein decisions are

tuned towards optimizing one of the two modules.

On a positive note, the proposed method is extendible to

FSMs. Controllers are typically optimized for performance

and, therefore, non-intrusive techniques are highly desir-

able. Consider, for example, the FSM model depicted in

Fig. 4, comprising a Next State/Output combinational logic

of mCn1 inputs and n1Cn2 outputs, as well as a state

register of n1 bits. The proposed method may be applied

directly to the combinational logic. However, errors caused

by the State Register will not be detected. To resolve this

problem, the n2 output bits are held in an additional register

and the compaction is performed with a latency of one clock
NEXT STATE/OUTPUT
COMBINATIONAL

LOGIC

m-BIT INPUT

STATE
REGISTER

n1-BIT
NEXT STATEn1-BIT

PREVIOUS
STATE

 O

C

n2-BIT OUTPUT

n2-BIT
OUTPUT

n1

Fig. 4. Extension
cycle, similar to the approach in [7]. Similarly, the

prediction results are delayed by a clock cycle through a

register and the comparison is performed in the next clock

cycle. Errors in both the combinational logic and the State

Register will be detected, at the cost of a constant latency of

one clock cycle.
8. Conclusion

Despite the simplicity of modelling the optimal non-

intrusive CED method for restricted error models, obtaining

the CED circuit through synthesis does not always yield an

optimal implementation. The non-intrusive CED method

proposed herein demonstrates that alternative problem

modelling, which takes into account the shortcomings of

synthesis, reduces significantly the cost of the CED circuit.

Synthesis limitations are alleviated through a decomposed

scheme, similar to duplication-based CED for the unrest-

ricted error model. Cost reduction over duplication is

achieved through alias-free compaction of circuit responses,

which results in prediction and comparison of a smaller

number of functions, and thus, to significantly less

hardware. While limitations exist and a number of

opportunities for further optimization have been identified

and are currently explored, the proposed method constitutes
UTPUT HOLD
REGISTER

PREDICTION
HOLD

REGISTER

OMPACTION
LOGIC

n2

PREDICTION
LOGIC

INEQUALITY
COMPARATOR

CED
OUT

k

k

k

to FSMs.
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a first step towards applicable, low-cost, non-intrusive CED

for restricted error models.
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